
KOLOA MAOLI BAND SIGHTINGS 
 

 
       AL / y59         AL / bk10 

 

The endangered Koloa maoli, or Hawaiian duck, is one of only three endemic species of 

waterfowl remaining in the Hawaiian Islands.  Threatened by habitat loss, introduced 

mammalian predators, and hybridization with feral Mallards, Koloa population persistence 

remains in jeopardy.  Critical obstacles in developing effective management and conservation 

plans for Koloa involve the lack of information on movement patterns, breeding ecology, and 

population dynamics.  In December 2010, we initiated a Koloa banding program on Kaua’i to 

investigate daily and seasonal movements and pair-bond dynamics.  Eventually, we hope to use 

information gained from band resighting to estimate population size and key vital rates, such as 

age- and sex-specific survival rates. 

 

As of August 2011, 500 Koloa have been captured and banded on Kaua’i.  Each duck receives a 

standard USGS metal band (AL) and a uniquely coded, colored leg band.  Birds captured at 

Hanalei NWR receive yellow (y) bands with black alpha-numeric codes, while birds captured at 

Hule’ia NWR receive black (bk) bands with white codes.  The alpha-numeric code consists of 

two characters.  The code is repeated twice on each band, and the first character of each code is 

underlined.  Bands are read from left leg to right leg.  For example, the duck in the upper left 

photograph has a metal band on the left leg and a yellow 59 band on the right leg (AL / y59). 

 

Please report sightings of banded Koloa!  If possible, please provide the date, location, and band 

combination of resighted ducks.  Even if band codes cannot be read, resightings of color banded 

Koloa are useful.  Your observations will provide a valuable contribution towards the 

conservation of the endangered Koloa maoli.  Mahalo! 
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